
 

Paessler and Martello Announce 
Strategic Partnership for Enterprise IT 
Infrastructure Monitoring 
 
Integration of PRTG Network Monitor with Martello’s Savision iQ Provides Network Administrators A Consolidated View 
of IT Systems and Adds Analytics Capability to Discover, Analyze and Resolve IT Issues to Maximize Uptime  
 

NUREMBERG, Germany, Feb. 04, 2019 – Paessler AG, the innovative network monitoring specialist, today announced that 

Savision, a subsidiary of network performance management solutions leader Martello Technologies Group (“Martello”) 

(TSXV:MTLO), has joined the Paessler Uptime Alliance to offer PRTG users a consolidated view of all IT systems from a single 

dashboard using the Savision iQ software. First announced in April 2018, the alliance is designed to help the company’s 

partners integrate comprehensive, advanced IT infrastructure monitoring in their offerings to help prevent downtime of 

critical IT systems.   

 

PRTG is an all-in-one unified monitoring solution that makes it easy for IT professionals to know what is happening across 

their entire IT infrastructure, including networks, systems, hardware, applications and devices, at any point in time. With 

more than 200,000 installations, PRTG is one of the world’s leading IT monitoring solutions.  

 

Martello’s Savision iQ software transforms infrastructure and application monitoring data into dashboards that automate 

and unify IT operations with IT service management workflows. Savision iQ integrates with more than 35 applications, 

including the PRTG enterprise IT monitoring solution. 

 

The Savision iQ and PRTG out-of-the-box integration provides a solution that discovers, analyzes, and even solves IT issues 

before they become a problem. The combined solution gathers information from multiple sources such as monitoring tools, 

cloud platforms, and ITSM systems. PRTG monitors the entire IT suite on a 24/7 basis and sends issues and anomalies to 

Savision iQ. These issues are correlated and analyzed using automated incident workflows for improved troubleshooting 

and resolution. Savision iQ is designed to handle a large volume of data, allowing multiple PRTG instances to be rendered 

and viewed in a single dashboard. This makes the solution suitable for networks of all sizes. 

 

“Martello is delighted to join the Paessler Uptime Alliance Program,” says Stefanie Richheimer, chief revenue officer at 

Martello. “A true technology partnership should benefit customers of both companies, and I believe the combined solution 

will prove this in the short-term. The combination of best-in-class monitoring with big data analytics and dashboards 

provides an Enterprise class solution ready for large-scale IT environments.” 

 

“It’s well-known that system outages seriously impact enterprise bottom-line performance,” says Paessler AG CEO Christian 

Twardawa. “Our Uptime Alliance program offers the opportunity to combine best-of-breed technology, in this case the 

Savision ITOps solution, with PRTG to not only to detect system failures in the enterprise as soon as they occur, but to also 

track long term changes in network performance and network usage. It is critical for businesses to identify potential 

problems before they become a serious threat.”  

 

More about Paessler and Savision’s partnership and technical integration can be found here: 

https://www.savision.com/solutions/integrations/prtg/ 

https://blog.paessler.com/manage-large-scaled-prtg-environments-with-savision 

. 

About Paessler 

In 1997 Paessler revolutionized IT monitoring with the introduction of PRTG Network Monitor. Today over 200,000 IT 

administrators, in more than 170 countries, rely on PRTG to monitor their business-critical systems, devices and network 

infrastructures. PRTG monitors the entire IT infrastructure 24/7 and helps IT professionals to seamlessly solve problems 

https://www.paessler.com/?utm_source=pressrelease&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=press_article
https://www.paessler.com/press/paessler-unveils-the-uptime-alliance
https://www.savision.com/solutions/integrations/prtg/
https://blog.paessler.com/manage-large-scaled-prtg-environments-with-savision


 

before they impact users. 

 

Our mission is to empower technical teams to manage their infrastructure, ensuring maximum productivity. We build 

lasting partnerships and integrative, holistic solutions to achieve this. Thinking beyond IT networks, Paessler is actively 

developing solutions to support digital transformation strategies and the Internet of Things. 

 

Learn more about Paessler and PRTG at www.paessler.com. 

Follow Paessler on social media: Facebook, Twitter, Google+ and LinkedIn 

 

Media Contact: 

LEWIS Global Communications 

T: +1 781-418-2400 

paessler@teamlewis.com 

 

About Martello 

 

Martello Technologies Group Inc. (TSXV: MTLO) brings clarity to complex digital environments and control of evolving 

technologies. Our solutions monitor, manage and optimize the performance of real-time services on cloud and enterprise 

networks, while giving IT teams and service providers control and visibility of their entire network infrastructure. Martello’s 

products include SD-WAN technology, performance management software, and the Savision service-oriented IT monitoring 

software. Martello Technologies Group is a public company headquartered in Ottawa, Canada with offices in Montreal, 

Amsterdam, Paris, Dallas and New York. Learn more at http://www.martellotech.com.  

 

Media Contact 

Tracy King  

VP Marketing  

Martello Technologies  

613.271.5989 x .2112  

tking@martellotech.com 

 

 

Please contact us if you like to learn more or if you like to be among the first to try it. 
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